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FROBENIUS POWERS OF SOME MONOMIAL IDEALS
DANIEL J. HERNA´NDEZ, PEDRO TEIXEIRA, AND EMILY E. WITT
Abstract. In this paper, we characterize the (generalized) Frobenius powers
and critical exponents of two classes of monomial ideals of a polynomial ring
in positive characteristic: powers of the homogeneous maximal ideal, and
ideals generated by positive powers of the variables. In doing so, we effectively
characterize the test ideals and F -jumping exponents of sufficiently general ho-
mogeneous polynomials, and of all diagonal polynomials. Our characterizations
make these invariants computable, and show that they vary uniformly with
the congruence class of the characteristic modulo a fixed integer. Moreover,
we confirm that for a diagonal polynomial over a field of characteristic zero,
the test ideals of its reduction modulo a prime agree with the reductions of its
multiplier ideals for infinitely many primes.
1. Introduction
Aiming at understanding how the Frobenius singularities of an ideal in positive
characteristic relate to those of a generic element of the ideal, in [HTW18] the
authors extended the notion of Frobenius powers, assigning to each ideal a of an F -
finite regular domain R of characteristic p > 0, and each nonnegative real number t,
an ideal a[t] of R. When t is an integral power of p, our Frobenius powers agree with
the standard Frobenius powers or with the “Frobenius roots” of [BMS08]—that is,
a[p
e] = 〈fpe : f ∈ a〉, and a[1/pe] is the smallest ideal b such that a ⊆ b[pe].
Frobenius powers behave in many ways like test ideals and multiplier ideals. For
instance, as t increases, the ideals a[t] form a nested, non-increasing chain, and there
are only finitely many ideals of this form when we restrict t to any bounded subset
of nonnegative numbers. We call the parameters at which a[t] “jumps” the critical
exponents of a. These are the analogs of F -jumping exponents of test ideals, or
jumping numbers of multiplier ideals. We refer the reader to [HTW18] for properties
of Frobenius powers and critical exponents, as well as further motivation for their
study, and connections with the theories of test ideals and multiplier ideals.
The present article, which can be regarded as a companion to [HTW18], focuses
on the computation of Frobenius powers and critical exponents of two classes of
monomial ideals: powers of the homogeneous maximal ideal, and diagonal ideals.
Let R = k[x1, . . . , xn], where k is a field of characteristic p > 0 with [k : kp] <∞.
We summarize our results for powers of m = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 below.
Theorem A (cf. Theorems 3.6 and 3.13). The critical exponents of md in the open
unit interval (0, 1) are in correspondence with the integers k satisfying n 6 k < d.
More precisely, given such a k, set s = inf{e > 1 : [kpe % d] < n}, where [kpe % d]
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is the least positive integer congruent to kpe modulo d. Then the rational number
λ =
k
d
− [kp
s % d]
dps
is a critical exponent of md, where we interpret this formula to agree with k/d if
s =∞.1 Moreover, every critical exponent λ of md in the open unit interval is as
above for some n 6 k < d, and if p > d, then (md)[λ] = mk−n+1 for each such λ.
Some comments are in order: Though Theorem A describes only the Frobenius
powers of md with exponents in the open unit interval, Skoda’s Theorem for Frobenius
powers [HTW18, Corollary 3.17] implies that these ideals determine (md)[t] for all
nonnegative t. In particular, Theorem A tells us that the critical exponents of md
are simply the positive integers when d 6 n. Perhaps the most interesting aspect
of Theorem A is that it illustrates that the Frobenius powers of md vary uniformly
with the class of p modulo d, at least when p > d.
We now turn our focus to the Frobenius powers of the balanced diagonal ideal
d = 〈xd1, . . . , xdn〉. Though d and md share the same integral closure, it turns out
that their Frobenius powers can be quite different; contrast this with the situation
for test ideals and multiplier ideals, which are insensitive to taking integral closure.
To describe this difference, we recall some terminology: If k is a positive integer,
then a composition of k of size n is a point in Nn with positive coordinates that
sum to k. Roughly speaking, we show that when p is large relative to d and n, the
critical exponents of d in the open unit interval are determined by the compositions
of size n of all integers k satisfying n 6 k 6 d; see Theorem 4.8 for a more precise
statement. This suggests that the ideal d can possess many more critical exponents
in the open unit interval than md, and this is indeed often the case.
In fact, rather than restricting ourselves to the balanced case, we completely
describe the critical exponents and Frobenius powers of an arbitrary diagonal ideal
d = 〈xd11 , . . . , xdnn 〉, where each di is a positive integer. As in the balanced case, we
show that the critical exponents of d are determined by certain compositions of
integers, at least when p is large relative to n and the exponents appearing in d.
Furthermore, we provide an explicit description for the Frobenius powers d[t]. In
analogy with md, these descriptions demonstrate that when p 0, the Frobenius
powers of d vary uniformly with the class of p modulo a fixed positive integer. We
refer the reader to Theorems 5.5 and 5.8 for more precise statements.
We stress that our results allow for the effective computation of the Frobenius
powers and critical exponents of diagonal ideals and powers of the homogeneous
maximal ideal. See Sections 3.3 and 5.4 for examples of these computations.
Frobenius powers and critical exponents of an ideal are closely related to test
ideals and F -jumping exponents of generic linear combinations of generators of the
ideal, and from this perspective, this paper might as well have been called Test ideals
and F -jumping exponents of generic homogeneous and diagonal polynomials. Indeed,
the critical exponents and Frobenius powers computed in Theorem A give the F -
jumping exponents and test ideals of sufficiently general homogeneous polynomials.
For example, we have the following.
Theorem B (cf. Corollary 6.1). Let xa1 , . . . , xal be the distinct monomials of
degree d in the variables x1, . . . , xn, and k = Fp(α1, . . . , αl), where α1, . . . , αl are
1The rational number λ is often called the s-th truncation of k/d (base p); see, e.g., [HNWZ16,
Definition 2.2, Lemma 2.5] or [HT17, Definition 2.3, Remark 2.6].
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algebraically independent over Fp. Consider the polynomial f = α1xa1 + · · ·+αlxal ∈
k[x1, . . . , xn]. If p > d, then the test ideal τ(f t) is equal to (md)[t] for every 0 < t < 1.
We also have a statement relating the critical exponents of md to the F -jumping
exponents of f as in Theorem B, but for arbitrary k (also see Corollary 6.1).
For a diagonal polynomial g, that is, any k∗-linear combination of the minimal
monomial generators of the ideal d considered above, we obtain a simpler and
stronger result: the critical exponents and Frobenius powers of d are the F -jumping
exponents and test ideals of the diagonal polynomial g; see Proposition 6.2. Note
that this significantly extends the results obtained in [Her15].
If a is an ideal in characteristic zero, let ap and J(a
t)p denote the reductions of a
and of the multiplier ideal J(at) to characteristic p  0. It has been conjectured
that there are infinitely many primes p such that J(at)p and the test ideal τ(a
t
p)
agree at all parameters t (see, e.g., [MS11, Conjecture 1.2]). The fact that the test
ideals of diagonal polynomials agree with the Frobenius powers of their term ideals
at all parameters in the open unit interval allows us to verify this conjecture for
diagonal polynomials.
Theorem C (cf. Theorem 6.4). If g is a diagonal polynomial over Q, then there
exist infinitely many primes p such that τ(gtp) = J(g
t)p for every t > 0.
Setting and conventions. Throughout this paper, p is a positive prime integer, and
q will always denote a power pe of p, where e is a (variable) positive integer.
The coordinates of a point u ∈ Rn are denoted u = (u1, . . . , un); likewise,
0 = (0, . . . , 0) and 1 = (1, . . . , 1). Inequalities between points in Rn should be
interpreted as a system of n coordinatewise inequalities. Similarly, we extend
standard operations on numbers to points in a coordinatewise manner. For instance,
if u ∈ Rn, then due = (du1e , . . . , dune), and if u ∈ Zn and d ∈ Z is positive, then
[u % d] = ([u1 % d], . . . , [un % d]),
where [m% d] is the least positive residue of an integer m modulo d.
The (taxicab) norm of u ∈ Nn is the number ‖u‖ := u1 + · · · + un. If k is a
positive integer, then a composition of k of size n is a point u ∈ Nn with u > 0 and
‖u‖ = k. The set of all compositions of k of size n is denoted comp(k, n).
The multinomial coefficient associated to k ∈ N and u ∈ Nn is defined by(
k
u
)
=
k!
u1! · · ·un!
when ‖u‖ = k, and we adopt the convention that (ku) = 0 otherwise.
Finally, k is a field of characteristic p with [k : kp] <∞, and R = k[x1, . . . , xn] is
a polynomial ring over k with homogeneous maximal ideal m = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉. Given
a point u ∈ Nn, we write xu = xu11 · · ·xunn , and if u > 0, then we call
diag(u) = 〈xu11 , . . . , xunn 〉
the diagonal ideal associated to u. Notice that diag(u)[q] = diag(uq).
2. Frobenius powers and test ideals
Here, we recall some basic facts regarding Frobenius powers and test ideals,
emphasizing the aspects most relevant to this paper. For a more comprehensive
overview, we refer the reader to [HTW18] and [BMS08]. In what follows, let a be a
nonzero proper ideal of the polynomial ring R.
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The Frobenius powers and the test ideals of a are families of ideals a[t] and τ(at)
of R parametrized by a nonnegative real number t. Both a[t] and τ(at) equal R
when t is sufficiently small, and are nested and non-increasing as t increases. These
families are also locally constant to the right, that is, a[t] = a[s] and τ(at) = τ(as)
for every t > 0 and s > t sufficiently close to t.
We now recall the definition of Frobenius powers. Starting with integral exponents,
if m ∈ N has base p expansion m = m0 +m1p+ · · ·+mrpr, then
a[m] := am0(am1)[p] · · · (amr )[pr].
If a = 〈h1, . . . , hl〉, then a[m] is the ideal of R generated by all hs = hs11 · · ·hsll , where(
m
s
) 6≡ 0 mod p; see [HTW18, Proposition 3.5].
If t = m/q, with m ∈ N, then a[t] = (a[m])[1/q]. Finally, for arbitrary t > 0,
like test ideals, a[t] is defined by approximating t on the right by rational numbers
of the above type. Explicitly, if (tk) is a sequence of rational numbers whose
denominators are powers of p, and (tk) converges to t monotonically from above,
then a[t] =
⋃
k a
[tk] = a[tk] for k  0.
Clearly, a[m] ⊆ am for each m ∈ N, and equality holds if m < p or a is principal.
This implies that a[t] ⊆ τ(at) for all t > 0, and equality holds when a is principal.
We refer to the parameter values where the Frobenius powers “drop” as critical
exponents of a. Explicitly, λ > 0 is a critical exponent of a if a[λ−ε] properly contains
a[λ] for every 0 < ε 6 λ. Analogously, the parameter values where the test ideals
“drop” are called F -jumping exponents of a. Both the critical exponents and the
F -jumping exponents of a form discrete sets of rational numbers; see [HTW18,
Corollary 5.8] and [BMS08, Theorem 3.1].
We will use the following concrete description of critical exponents. If b is a
proper ideal of R with a ⊆ √b, let
µ(a, b, q) := max
{
m ∈ N | a[m] 6⊆ b[q]},
which is a well-defined integer. The limit
crit(a, b) := lim
q→∞
µ(a, b, q)
q
exists, and is called the critical exponent of a with respect to b. This limit is indeed
a critical exponent of a, as demonstrated by the equalities
crit(a, b) = sup
{
t > 0 : a[t] 6⊆ b} = min{t > 0 : a[t] ⊆ b}.
Conversely, every critical exponent λ of a is of the form crit(a, b) for some b. Indeed,
one may take b = a[λ].
An analogous description exists for F -jumping exponents—in this context, called
F -thresholds—where µ(a, b, q) is replaced with
ν(a, b, q) := max
{
m ∈ N | am 6⊆ b[q]}.
Proposition 2.1. If a ⊆ b, then µ(a, b, p) = min{ν(a, b, p), p− 1}.
Proof. Set µ = µ(a, b, p) and ν = ν(a, b, p). If ν > p− 1, then a[p−1] = ap−1 6⊆ b[p],
while the assumption that a ⊆ b implies that a[p] ⊆ b[p], showing that µ = p − 1.
On the other hand, if ν 6 p− 1, then a[ν] = aν 6⊆ b[p], while a[ν+1] ⊆ aν+1 ⊆ b[p], so
µ = ν. 
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Proposition 2.2. If a ⊆ √b, then µ(a, b, qpe) = µ(a, b, q) · pe +E for some integer
E satisfying 0 6 E 6 pe − 1.
Proof. If m = µ(a, b, q), then a[m] 6⊆ b[q], and so a[mpe] = (a[m])[pe] 6⊆ b[qpe], due to
the flatness of the Frobenius map over R. On the other hand, a[m+1] ⊆ b[q], so that
a[mp
e+pe] = (a[m+1])[p
e] ⊆ b[qpe]. 
The remainder of this section, and article, concerns the test ideals, Frobenius
powers, and related numerical invariants associated to monomial ideals. A fact that
will be frequently used throughout is that Frobenius powers of monomial ideals
are themselves monomial ideals. This is easy to see, by observing that integral
Frobenius powers and Frobenius roots both have like property.
Before stating the next result, we introduce some simplifying notation.
Notation 2.3. Consider u ∈ Nn with u > 0. When dealing with any of the
numerical invariants discussed above that involve diag(u) = 〈xu11 , . . . , xunn 〉, we will
replace all occurrences of diag(u) in the notation with u. For instance, we write
µ(a,u, q) instead of µ(a,diag(u), q).
The following may be regarded as a refinement of Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.4. If u and v are points in Nn with positive coordinates, and m ∈ N
with xuq−v ∈ a[m], then µ(a,u, qpe) > mpe + min{pe − 1, µ(a,v, pe)}.
Proof. Set f = xuq−v ∈ a[m], and let l be the minimum appearing in the statement.
As l 6 µ(a,v, pe), there exists g ∈ a[l] with g /∈ diag(vpe). As l 6 pe − 1, we have
that a[mp
e+l] = a[mp
e]a[l], which contains the polynomial h = fp
e
g. However, h /∈
diag(uqpe), so a[mp
e+l] 6⊆ diag(uqpe), and consequently µ(a,u, qpe) > mpe + l. 
The following proposition characterizes the monomials in a Frobenius power of a
monomial ideal in terms of critical exponents with respect to diagonal ideals.
Proposition 2.5. If a is a monomial ideal and u ∈ Nn, then xu ∈ a[λ] if and only
if crit(a,u + 1) > λ.
Proof. The forward implication is immediate, since xu /∈ diag(u + 1). Conversely,
if crit(a,u + 1) > λ, then a[λ] 6⊆ diag(u + 1), so there exists a monomial xv ∈ a[λ]
with v < u + 1. Equivalently, v 6 u, hence xu ∈ 〈xv〉 ⊆ a[λ]. 
The following result clarifies the task of computing all of the critical exponents
of certain monomial ideals.
Proposition 2.6. Every critical exponent of an m-primary monomial ideal a is of
the form crit(a,u), where u is a point in Nn with u > 0.
Proof. If λ is a critical exponent of a, then λ = crit(a, b), with b = a[λ] a proper
monomial ideal. Moreover, b = a[λ] ⊇ a[q] for every q > λ, and so b must also be
m-primary. Being a monomial ideal, b is a finite intersection of ideals generated by
powers of the variables [MS05, Lemma 5.18]. As b is m-primary, the intersectands
must also be m-primary, and therefore diagonal ideals, so b = diag(u1)∩· · ·∩diag(ul),
for some u1, . . . ,ul > 0. As standard Frobenius powers commute with intersections
in our polynomial ring, it is easy to see that µ(a, b, q) = maxµ(a,ui, q), whence
λ = max crit(a,ui). 
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3. A power of the homogeneous maximal ideal
This section is dedicated to computing the critical exponents and Frobenius
powers of the ideal md, where d is some fixed positive integer. We call upon the
following observation in our calculation.
Lemma 3.1. If k is an integer with k > n, then
mk−n+1 =
⋂
diag(u),
where the intersection is taken over all points u ∈ comp(k, n).
Proof. Let v ∈ Nn. If xv /∈ diag(u) for some u ∈ comp(k, n), then v 6 u−1. Then
‖v‖ 6 ‖u − 1‖ = k − n, so that xv /∈ mk−n+1. Conversely, if xv /∈ mk−n+1, then
‖v‖ 6 k−n, so that ‖v+1‖ = ‖v‖+n 6 k. This condition guarantees the existence
of a point u ∈ comp(k, n) for which u > v + 1, so that xv /∈ diag(u). 
To simplify our notation in this section, given a point u ∈ Nn with u > 0, we
write ν(u, q) and µ(u, q) instead of ν(md,u, q) and µ(md,u, q), respectively.
3.1. Critical exponents. We begin by characterizing the critical exponents of md
that lie in the unit interval.
Proposition 3.2. Every critical exponent of md in the unit interval is of the form
crit(md,u), where u ∈ Nn satisfies u > 0 and ‖u‖ 6 d+ n− 1.
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, every critical exponent of md is of the form crit(md,u),
for some u ∈ Nn with u > 0. But crit(md,u) 6 1 precisely when md ⊆ diag(u), a
condition equivalent to ‖u‖ 6 d+ n− 1, by Lemma 3.1. 
Our objective is to compute the critical exponents appearing in Proposition 3.2.
We begin by first dispensing with a degenerate case, in which the norm of the point
u can be regarded as “too large.”
Proposition 3.3. If u ∈ Nn satisfies u > 0 and d 6 ‖u‖ 6 d + n − 1, then
µ(u, q) = q − 1 for every q. In particular, crit(md,u) = 1.
Proof. The upper bound on the norm of u implies that md ⊆ diag(u), and so
µ(u, q) 6 q − 1. To establish equality, it suffices to notice that since xu ∈ md, we
have that x(q−1)u ∈ (md)[q−1] \ diag(uq). 
Corollary 3.4. If d 6 n, then the only critical exponent of md in [0, 1] is 1.
Proof. If u ∈ Nn has positive coordinates, then ‖u‖ > n, which is at least d by
assumption. Our claim then follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. 
With this in hand, it remains to compute the critical exponent of md with respect
to a point in Nn with positive coordinates and whose norm is at most d, which we
accomplish in Theorem 3.6 below. In order to simplify the upcoming discussion, we
fix the following notation.
Setup 3.5. Fix an integer k with n 6 k 6 d and a point u ∈ comp(k, n).
The following is the main result of this section.
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Theorem 3.6. In the context of Setup 3.5, if s = inf{e > 1 : [kpe % d] < n}, then
crit(md,u) =
k
d
− [kp
s % d]
dps
,
where we interpret this formula to agree with k/d if s =∞. In particular, crit(md,u)
depends only on k, but not on the point u ∈ comp(k, n).
Remark 3.7. Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.6 tell us that the only critical exponents
of md less than 1 are those corresponding to compositions u ∈ comp(k, n) with
n 6 k < d. Moreover, if p > d, then for every such k there is a unique critical
exponent in the interval
(
k−1
d ,
k
d
]
.
Remark 3.8. The extended integer s in Theorem 3.6 depends only on the congruence
class of p modulo d. Moreover, as [kpe % d] varies periodically with e, the value of s,
and hence the value of crit(md,u), can always be effectively computed.
Remark 3.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.6, if p ≡ 1 mod d, then [kpe % d] =
k > n for all e > 1; thus, s =∞ and crit(md,u) = k/d for every u ∈ comp(k, n). If
p ≡ −1 mod d and k < d, then [kpe % d] = k or d− k, depending on the parity of e.
Consequently, if k > d− n, then [kp% d] = d− k < n, so that s = 1 and
crit(md,u) =
k
d
− d− k
dp
.
On the other hand, if k 6 d − n, then since d − k > n and k > n, we have that
s =∞ and crit(md,u) = k/d.
Below, we establish a series of results that we use in our proof of Theorem 3.6.
We continue to work in the context established in Setup 3.5.
Lemma 3.10. Set δ = 0 when [kq% d] > n and δ = −1 otherwise. Then
ν(u, q) =
kq − [kq% d]
d
+ δ < q.
Proof. Set λ = (kq − n)/d. If N > λ, then mdN ⊆ mkq−n+1 ⊆ diag(uq), where the
last containment follows from Lemma 3.1. However, if N 6 λ, then mkq−n ⊆ mdN ,
but the monomial xuq−1 ∈ mkq−n is not in diag(uq), so mdN 6⊆ diag(uq).
The preceding argument shows that ν(u, q) = bλc, which is less than q, as k 6 d,
and the equality ν(u, q) = bλc can also be explicitly described as
ν(u, q) =
⌊
kq − n
d
⌋
=
kq − [kq% d]
d
+
⌊
[kq% d]− n
d
⌋
,
from which our claim follows. 
Corollary 3.11. Set l = [kp% d]. If l > n, then
ν(u, qp) = ν(u, p) · q + ν(v, q)
for every v ∈ comp(l, n). Moreover, there exists v ∈ comp(l, n) such that
µ(u, qp) > ν(u, p) · q + µ(v, q).
Proof. As n 6 l 6 d, we can use Lemma 3.10 to compute not only ν(u, p) and
ν(u, qp), but also ν(v, q) for every v ∈ comp(l, n). Keeping in mind that [lq% d] =
[kqp% d], the first equation follows from comparing these formulas.
By Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.10, µ(u, p) = ν(u, p) = (kp− l)/d < p, so there
is a monomial in (md)[µ(u,p)] = mdµ(u,p) = mkp−l not in diag(up). This monomial is
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of the form xup−v for some v ∈ comp(l, n). As µ(v, q) 6 ν(v, q) < q, Proposition 2.4
shows that µ(u, qp) > µ(u, p) · q + µ(v, q) = ν(u, p) · q + µ(v, q). 
Lemma 3.12. If [kpe % d] > n whenever p 6 pe < q, then µ(u, q) = ν(u, q).
Proof. Given v ∈ comp(l, n), where l = [kp% d], Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.10
imply that µ(v, p) = ν(v, p). By way of induction, suppose that the desired
statement holds for q, and that [kpe % d] > n whenever p 6 pe < qp. Setting
e = 1 shows that l > n, and [lpe−1 % d] = [kpe % d] > n whenever 1 6 pe−1 < q.
Then for v satisfying both conclusions of Corollary 3.11, µ(v, q) = ν(v, q) by our
induction hypothesis. That corollary then implies that µ(u, qp) > ν(u, qp), hence
µ(u, qp) = ν(u, qp). 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. First suppose that s <∞, and set q = ps. Then [kpe % d] >
n for all p 6 pe < q, but [kq% d] < n, which allows us to invoke Lemmas 3.10
and 3.12 to deduce that
µ(u, q) = ν(u, q) =
kq − [kq% d]
d
− 1.
This expression for µ(u, q) implies that there exists a monomial of (md)[µ(u,q)],
and hence a monomial of (md)µ(u,q) = mkq−[kq% d ]−d, not lying in diag(uq). Such
a monomial is necessarily of the form xuq−v for some v ∈ Nn with v > 0 and
‖uq − v‖ = kq − [kq% d]− d, and therefore,
‖v‖ = (‖u‖ − k) · q + [kq% d] + d = [kq% d] + d.
It follows that d < ‖v‖ 6 d+ n− 1, and so Proposition 3.3 tells us that µ(v, pe) =
pe − 1 for all e > 1. Given this, Proposition 2.4 with m = µ(u, q) then states that
µ(u, qpe) > µ(u, q) · pe + pe − 1,
and Proposition 2.2 implies that equality must hold, so
µ(u, qpe) = (µ(u, q) + 1) · pe − 1 =
(
kq − [kq% d]
d
)
· pe − 1
for every e > 1. Dividing by qpe and letting e→∞ gives the desired formula for
crit(md,u).
Next, instead suppose that s =∞, or equivalently, that [kpe % d] > n for every
e > 1. In this case, Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12 show that
µ(u, pe) = ν(u, pe) =
kpe − [kpe % d]
d
for every e > 1. Dividing by pe and letting e→∞ shows that crit(md,u) = k/d. 
3.2. Frobenius powers. We now turn our attention to computing the Frobenius
powers (md)[λ]. By Skoda’s Theorem for Frobenius powers [HTW18, Corollary 3.17],
we can assume that λ is a critical exponent of md less than 1, or equivalently,
λ = crit(md,u), for some u > 0 with ‖u‖ < d (see Remark 3.7). In Theorem 3.13
below, we compute (md)[λ] at every such λ. However, in contrast to results in
Section 3.1, we require the additional assumption that p 0.
Theorem 3.13. Suppose p > d. Fix an integer k with n 6 k < d, and let λ denote
the common value of crit(md,u) for every u ∈ comp(k, n). Then (md)[λ] = mk−n+1.
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Proof. By the definition of the critical exponent λ and Lemma 3.1,
(md)[λ] ⊆
⋂
diag(u) = mk−n+1,
where the intersection is taken over all u ∈ comp(k, n). Conversely, if xu is a
monomial with ‖u‖ = k − n+ 1, then u + 1 has norm k + 1 6 d, and Theorem 3.6
then tells us that
crit(md,u + 1) =
k + 1
d
− [(k + 1)p
s % d]
dps
for some positive extended integer s, where we interpret the second term to be zero
if s = ∞. However, no matter the value of s, the fact that [l% d] 6 d for every
integer l implies that in all cases,
crit(md,u + 1) > k + 1
d
− 1
p
>
k
d
> λ,
where the second-to-last inequality follows from our assumption that p > d, and the
last from Theorem 3.6. Proposition 2.5 then shows that xu ∈ (md)[λ], and as xu
was arbitrary, we conclude that mk−n+1 ⊆ (md)[λ]. 
3.3. Examples. Theorem 3.13 tells us that{
(md)[t] : 0 6 t < 1
}
=
{
k[x1, . . . , xn],m,m2, . . . ,md−n
}
.
Of course, the t-values corresponding to any given possibility depend strongly on p
modulo d, as we see below.
Example 3.14. Suppose m = 〈x, y, z〉. If p > 7 and p ≡ 6 mod 7, then
(m7)[t] =

k[x, y, z] if t ∈ [0, 37)
m if t ∈ [ 37 , 47)
m2 if t ∈ [ 47 , 57 − 27p)
m3 if t ∈ [ 57 − 27p , 67 − 17p)
m4 if t ∈ [ 67 − 17p , 1)
In this case, we find that the value of the extended integer s appearing in Theorem 3.6
is either infinite or equals 1. In particular, this suggests that s usually depends on
the value of k.
Example 3.15. As in Example 3.15, consider the ideal m = 〈x, y, z〉. If p > 7 and
p ≡ 5 mod 7, then
(m7)[t] =

k[x, y, z] if t ∈ [0, 37 − 17p)
m if t ∈ [ 37 − 17p , 47 − 27p2 )
m2 if t ∈ [ 47 − 27p2 , 57 − 27p3 )
m3 if t ∈ [ 57 − 27p3 , 67 − 27p)
m4 if t ∈ [ 67 − 27p , 1)
Here, s is finite for all k, and takes on the values 1, 2, and 3 as k varies.
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4. A balanced diagonal ideal
In this section, we determine the critical exponents of the balanced diagonal ideal
d = diag(d1) = 〈xd1, . . . , xdn〉,
where d is a positive integer. We compute the critical exponents and Frobenius
powers of a general diagonal ideal in the next section.
Convention 4.1. In this section, the expression p 0 means both that p > nd−n,
and that p - d.
Proposition 2.6 tells us that all critical exponents of d in the unit interval have
the form crit(d,u), where u ∈ Nn is a point with u > 0, and such that d lies in
diag(u), or equivalently, such that u 6 d1. Furthermore, it is not difficult to show
that if some coordinate of u equals d, then the corresponding critical exponent must
be 1. We summarize these observations.
Proposition 4.2. Every critical exponent of d = 〈xd1, . . . , xdn〉 in the unit interval
has the form crit(d,u), where the point u ∈ Nn satisfies 0 < u 6 d1. In addition, if
u 6< d1, then crit(d,u) = 1. 
Toward the desired computation, we begin with a useful characterization of
µ(d,u, q). As d is fixed throughout this section, we omit it from the notation, and
write µ(u, q) rather than µ(d,u, q).
Lemma 4.3. If u ∈ Nn satisfies u > 0, then µ(u, q) equals
max
{
‖s‖ : s ∈ Nn with
(‖s‖
s
)
6≡ 0 mod p and s 6 uq − [uq% d]
d
}
.
Proof. Recall that if m ∈ N, then d[m] is generated by monomials xds such that
‖s‖ = m and (‖s‖s ) 6≡ 0 mod p. The monomial xds does not lie in diag(u)[q] =
diag(uq) if and only if ds < uq, which is equivalent to
s <
uq
d
⇐⇒ s 6
⌈uq
d
⌉
− 1 = uq − [uq% d]
d
+
⌈
[uq% d]
d
⌉
− 1.
Finally, by the definition of least positive residue, d[uq% d]/de = 1. 
With this in hand, we now dispense with a degenerate case.
Proposition 4.4. If p  0 and u ∈ Nn satisfies 0 < u 6 d1 and ‖u‖ > d, then
µ(u, pe) = pe − 1, for every e > 1, and consequently crit(d,u) = 1.
Proof. By assumption, d ⊆ diag(u), and so µ(u, pe) 6 pe − 1 for every e > 1.
Proposition 4.2 allows us to assume that all coordinates of u are less than d, and
as p 0, the same must be true for [up% d]. Given this, our choice of p 0 also
guarantees that ‖[up% d]‖ is at most p, and our assumption that ‖u‖ > d then
implies that ‖(up− [up% d])/d‖ > p.
This observation guarantees the existence of a point t ∈ Nn with norm p − 1,
and such that t 6 (up− [up% d])/d, where this equality must be strict in at least
one coordinate. If i is the index of such a coordinate, and ei is the corresponding
standard basis vector, then the reader can verify that
s = tpe−1 + (pe−1 − 1)ei
satisfies ‖s‖ = pe − 1, (pe−1s ) 6≡ 0 mod p (see [Dic02]), and s 6 (upe − [upe % d])/d.
Given this, Lemma 4.3 implies that µ(u, pe) > pe − 1, and equality holds. 
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Given Propositions 4.2 and 4.4, to understand the critical exponents of d, it
remains to determine crit(d,u) in the following context.
Setup 4.5. Fix a point u ∈ Nn with u > 0 and ‖u‖ 6 d. Equivalently, u ∈
comp(k, n), where n 6 k 6 d.
Remark 4.6. In our upcoming arguments, we are often concerned with the difference
between ‖[uq% d]‖, a sum of least positive residues, and [kq% d], the least positive
residue of the norm ‖uq‖ = kq. Clearly, these integers are congruent modulo d, and
the latter is the least positive residue of the former. Furthermore, it is easy to see
that
‖[uq% d]‖ = [kq% d] ⇐⇒ ‖[uq% d]‖ 6 d.
Lemma 4.7. If ‖[upe % d]‖ 6 d for every p 6 pe < q, then if
s =
uq − [uq% d]
d
and p > d, then
(‖s‖
s
) 6≡ 0 mod p.
Proof. If q = pr, then
s =
uq − [uq% d]
d
=
r∑
e=1
(
[upe−1 % d] · p− [upe % d]
d
)
· pr−e.
The fact that ‖[u % d]‖ 6 ‖u‖ 6 d and our assumption that ‖[upe−1 % d]‖ 6 d for
all 1 < e 6 r imply that the coordinates of s add in base p without carrying, which
is equivalent to the condition that
(‖s‖
s
) 6≡ 0 mod p [Dic02]. 
We now establish the main result of this section. Besides characterizing the
critical exponents of a balanced diagonal ideal, it also shows that, like in the case of
a power of the maximal ideal, these numbers can be effectively computed.
Theorem 4.8. Adopt the context of Setup 4.5. If p 0 and
s = inf{e > 1 : ‖[upe % d]‖ > d}
then
crit(d,u) =
k
d
− ‖[up
s % d]‖ − d
dps
,
where we interpret this formula to agree with k/d if s =∞.
Proof. Set q = ps. If q <∞, then Lemma 4.7 allows us to conclude that
s =
uq − [uq% d]
d
achieves the maximum appearing in the statement of Lemma 4.3, so that
µ(u, q) = ‖s‖ = kq − ‖[uq% d]‖
d
.
In addition, if we set v = [uq% d], then
(4.1) xuq−v = xds ∈ d[µ(u,q)].
Since ‖v‖ > d by the definition of q, Proposition 4.4 shows that µ(v, pe) = pe−1 for
every e > 1. This observation, along with (4.1), enables us to apply Proposition 2.4
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to see that µ(u, qpe) > µ(u, q) · pe + pe − 1, and Proposition 2.2 then implies that
equality must hold. In other words, if e > 1, then
µ(u, qpe) = (µ(u, q) + 1) · pe − 1 =
(
kq − ‖[uq% d]‖
d
+ 1
)
· pe − 1.
Finally, if q =∞, then Remark 4.6 tells us that ‖[upe % d]‖ = [kpe % d] for every
e > 1, and a straightforward application of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.7 then implies that
µ(u, pe) =
kpe − [kpe % d]
d
for all e > 1. In either case, the formula for crit(d,u) follows. 
Remark 4.9. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.8, if s < ∞, then we have that
‖[ups % d]‖ − d 6 n(d− 1) < p 6 ps. The theorem then shows that
k − 1
d
< crit(d,u) 6 k
d
.
This separates the critical exponents crit(d,u) by norm: if ‖u‖ < ‖v‖, then
crit(d,u) < crit(d,v). If ‖u‖ = ‖v‖, on the other hand, the relationship between
crit(d,u) and crit(d,v) depends only on the class of p modulo d.
Remark 4.10. Theorem 4.8 implies that if n > 2, then
crit(d,u) =
{
k
d if p 0 and p ≡ 1 mod d
k
d − nd−k−ddp if p 0 and p ≡ −1 mod d
In particular, if p ≡ ±1 mod d, then crit(d,u) depends only on k = ‖u‖. Indeed, if
p ≡ 1 mod d, then for all e > 1, [upe % d] = [u % d] = u has norm k 6 d, whence
s = ∞. On the other hand, if p ≡ −1 mod d, then ‖[upe % d]‖ = ‖[−u % d]‖ =
‖d1− u‖ = nd− k if e is odd, and ‖[upe % d]‖ = ‖u‖ = k 6 d if e is even. In the
extreme case that n = 2 and k = d, we have nd−k = d, so s =∞ and crit(d,u) = 1,
agreeing with our formula. Otherwise, ‖[up% d]‖ > d, so that s = 1, and the
formula follows.
5. An arbitrary diagonal ideal
We now turn to the task of determining the critical exponents and Frobenius
powers of the general diagonal ideal
d = diag(d) = 〈xd11 , . . . , xdnn 〉,
where d = (d1, . . . , dn) is some fixed point in Nn with d > 0.
5.1. Preliminaries. Let d be the least common multiple of the entries of d. Con-
sider the N-grading on the ambient polynomial ring given by
deg(xi) =
d
di
for every 1 6 i 6 n. We extend the degree function to Nn via the rule
deg(u) = deg(xu).
Observe that under this grading, d is generated by monomials of degree d.
Definition 5.1. Given u ∈ Nn, u¯ is the point in Nn given by
u¯ =
(
du1
d1
, . . . ,
dun
dn
)
.
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It follows immediately from this definition that deg(u) = ‖u¯‖.
5.2. Critical exponents.
Lemma 5.2. Let d¯ = diag(d¯) = 〈xd1, . . . , xdn〉. If u ∈ Nn is a point with positive
coordinates, then crit(d,u) = crit(d¯, u¯).
Proof. If m is a positive integer, then there is bijection between the minimal
monomial generators of d[m] and d¯[m] given by
xd1s11 · · ·xdnsnn ∈ d[m] ←→ xds11 · · ·xdsnn ∈ d¯[m]
As the reader can immediately verify, the definition of u¯ is such that a minimal
monomial generator of d[m] lies in diag(uq) if and only if the corresponding generator
of d¯[m] lies in diag(u¯q). In particular, µ(d,u, q) equals µ(d¯, u¯, q) for every q, and
our claim follows. 
The following is a direct analog of Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 5.3. Every critical exponent of d = 〈xd11 , . . . , xdnn 〉 in the unit interval
has the form crit(d,u), where the point u ∈ Nn satisfies 0 < u 6 d. In addition, if
u 6< d, then crit(d,u) = 1. 
Convention 5.4. We continue to use d to denote the least common multiple of the
coordinates of d. As in Section 4, for the remainder of this section, the expression
p 0 means that p > nd− n and p - d.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose p 0, and consider a point u ∈ Nn with 0 < u 6 d.
(1) If deg(u) > d, then crit(d,u) = 1.
(2) Otherwise, if s = inf{e > 1 : ‖[u¯pe % d]‖ > d}, then
crit(d,u) =
deg(u)
d
− ‖[u¯p
s % d]‖ − d
dps
,
which we interpret to agree with deg(u)/d if s =∞.
Proof. Given that ‖u¯‖ = deg(u), the first assertion follows from Lemma 5.2 and
Proposition 4.4, and the second from Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 4.8. 
5.3. Frobenius powers. Here, we determine the Frobenius powers d[t]. Once again,
by Skoda’s Theorem for Frobenius powers, it suffices to assume that t is a critical
exponent of d in the open unit interval.
Setup 5.6. Suppose that p 0.
(1) u ∈ Nn is a point satisfying u > 0 and crit(d,u) < 1.
(2) For each m ∈ N, we set R>m = 〈xv : deg(v) > m〉. In particular,
R>deg(u−1) = 〈xv : deg(v + 1) > deg(u)〉.
(3) A is the set consisting of all points v ∈ Nn satisfying crit(d,v+1) > crit(d,u)
and deg(v + 1) = deg(u), and a is the ideal generated by all monomials xv
with v ∈ A.
Remark 5.7. Once u is specified, the generators of R>deg(u−1) depend on deg(u),
but are independent of p, so R>deg(u−1) can be effectively computed. On the other
hand, A depends both on u and on p modulo d. Nevertheless, the condition that
deg(v + 1) = deg(u) is satisfied by only finitely many points v ∈ Nn, and for such
point v, the relationship between crit(d,v + 1) and crit(d,u) depends only on p
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modulo d (see Remark 4.9). In particular, A (and consequently a) can be effectively
computed once u is specified, and takes on only finitely many values as p varies.
Theorem 5.8. In the context of Setup 5.6, if p 0 and λ = crit(d,u), then
d[λ] = R>deg(u−1) + a.
Proof. Proposition 2.5 tells us that xv ∈ d[λ] if and only if crit(d,v + 1) > λ =
crit(d,u). By Theorem 5.5 (cf. Remark 4.9), the latter condition holds if and only if
deg(v + 1) > deg(u), meaning that xv ∈ R>deg(u−1), or deg(v + 1) = deg(u) and
crit(d,v + 1) > crit(d,u), meaning that v ∈ A. 
Below, we present a concise description of the behavior of the Frobenius powers
of d in an important special case.
Corollary 5.9. If p 0 and p ≡ 1 mod d, then the only critical exponents of d in
the open unit interval are the rational numbers k/d for some integer n 6 k < d, and
d[k/d] = R>k−n.
Proof. The assertion regarding the critical exponents of d follows from Proposi-
tion 5.3, Lemma 5.2, and Remark 4.10, and the formula for the Frobenius powers at
the parameters k/d follows from this description of the critical exponents of d and
Theorem 5.8. 
In the balanced case considered in the previous section, where d1 = · · · = dn = d,
the grading on the ambient polynomial ring is the standard one. In other words,
deg(u) = ‖u‖ for every u ∈ Nn, and so Theorem 5.8 takes the following simple form.
Theorem 5.10. Suppose that d = 〈xd1, . . . , xdn〉 and p 0. If k is an integer with
n 6 k 6 d, and u ∈ comp(k, n) is a point such that λ = crit(d,u) lies in the open
unit interval, then
d[λ] = mk−n+1 + 〈xv : ‖v‖ = k − n and crit(d,v + 1) > λ〉. 
5.4. Examples.
Example 5.11. Consider the balanced diagonal ideal d = 〈x7, y7, z7〉, contained in
m = 〈x, y, z〉. If p 0 and p ≡ 6 mod 7, then we have
d[t] =

k[x, y, z] if t ∈ [0, 37 − 117p)
m if t ∈ [ 37 − 117p , 47 − 107p)
m2 if t ∈ [ 47 − 107p , 57 − 97p)
m3 if t ∈ [ 57 − 97p , 67 − 87p)
m4 if t ∈ [ 67 − 87p , 1− 1p)
m5 if t ∈ [1− 1p , 1)
The absence of the second monomial summand from Theorem 5.10 reflects the
fact that in this setting, the critical exponents crit(d,u) associated to points u ∈
comp(k, n) are independent of u for every 3 6 k 6 7. This observation is a special
case of the computation appearing in Remark 4.10.
The reader should also contrast this with Example 3.14—for instance, we saw
there that (m7)[t] 6= m5 for every parameter 0 6 t < 1.
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Example 5.12. Let d and m be as in Example 5.11. If we instead suppose that
p 0 and p ≡ 5 mod 7, then
d[t] =

k[x, y, z] if t ∈ [0, 37 − 87p)
m if t ∈ [ 37 − 87p , 47 − 67p)
m2 if t ∈ [ 47 − 67p , 57 − 47p)
m3 if t ∈ [ 57 − 47p , 67 − 97p)
m4 + 〈xyz, x2y, x2z, xy2, xz2, y2z, yz2〉 if t ∈ [ 67 − 97p , 67 − 27p)
m4 if t ∈ [ 67 − 27p , 1− 1p)
m5 + 〈x2yz, xy2z, xyz2, x2y2, x2z2, y2z2〉 if t ∈ [1− 1p , 1− 1p2 )
m5 + 〈x2yz, xy2z, xyz2〉 if t ∈ [1− 1p2 , 1− 1p3 )
m5 if t ∈ [1− 1p3 , 1)
As in Example 5.11, the absence of a second monomial summand in the first
handful of formulas is due to the fact that crit(d,u) is independent of the point
u ∈ comp(k, n) for every 3 6 k 6 5. For k = 3 and k = 4, this is explained
by observing that there is a unique point in comp(k, n), up to permutation of
coordinates. When k = 5, the set comp(k, n) consists of (3, 1, 1) and (2, 2, 1) and
permutations, and these points happen to give rise to the same critical exponent for
our choice of p.
On the other hand, when k = 6 and k = 7, crit(d,u) takes on multiple values
(two when k = 6, and three when k = 7) as u ∈ comp(k, n) varies.
In the following two examples, we see that for balanced diagonal ideals, the
number of critical exponents with respect to points in comp(k, n), for some fixed
n 6 k 6 d, can be quite large, especially when k is close to d. Note that once k is
fixed, this number of critical exponents is equal to the number of distinct Frobenius
powers d[t] with t ∈ (k−1d , kd ], for p 0.
Example 5.13. Suppose d = 〈x35, y35, z35, w35〉. If p 0 and p ≡ 3 mod 35, then
d has ten critical exponents in the interval
(
34
35 , 1
)
, namely,
1− i
pj
, for 1 6 i 6 2 and 1 6 j 6 5.
Example 5.14. Suppose d = 〈x47, y47〉. If p 0 and p ≡ 7 mod 47, then the ten
critical exponents of d in the interval
(
39
47 ,
40
47
)
are
40
47
− 45
47p
40
47
− 33
47p2
40
47
− 43
47p3
40
47
− 19
47p4
40
47
− 39
47p5
40
47
− 31
47p7
40
47
− 29
47p8
40
47
− 15
47p9
40
47
− 11
47p10
40
47
− 13
47p13
We conclude this section with an example in the unbalanced setting.
Example 5.15. Fix ideals d = 〈x6, y4〉 ⊆ m = 〈x, y〉 of R = k[x, y]. Here,
deg(x) = 2 and deg(y) = 3, and the set of all points u > 0 in N2 for which
deg(u) 6 12 determines all critical exponents of d in the unit interval; Figure 1
illustrates these points, and their degrees. When p  0 and p ≡ 5 mod 12, the
points (1, 3) and (4, 1), both of degree 11, determine distinct critical exponents, and
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5 7
8
9
10
11
11
12
deg(a) = 12
Figure 1. All u ∈ N2 with u > 0 and deg(u) 6 12.
the critical exponent with respect to (3, 2) is 1. Moreover,
d[t] =

R if t ∈ [0, 512 − 112p)
m if t ∈ [ 512 − 112p , 712)
R>2 if t ∈
[
7
12 ,
2
3 − 13p
)
R>3 if t ∈
[
2
3 − 13p , 34
)
R>4 if t ∈
[
3
4 ,
5
6 − 16p
)
R>5 if t ∈
[
5
6 − 16p , 1112 − 712p
)
R>6 + 〈x3〉 if t ∈
[
11
12 − 712p , 1112
)
R>6 if t ∈
[
11
12 , 1
)
6. Applications to generic hypersurfaces
In this section, we leverage our results on the Frobenius powers and critical
exponents of the monomial ideals md and d to study the test ideals and F -jumping
exponents of generic elements of these ideals, that is, various k∗-linear combinations
of their monomial generators.
We start by considering generic elements of md. The first statement below realizes
the test ideals of a very general homogeneous polynomial of degree d as the Frobenius
powers of its term ideal, which can then be explicitly computed using Theorem 3.13,
as in Section 3.3. This conclusion is significantly stronger than that in the second
statement, which instead concerns a subset of the F -jumping exponents of a general
homogeneous polynomial.
Corollary 6.1. Suppose p > d. Let xa1 , . . . , xal be the distinct monomials of degree
d in the variables x1, . . . , xn, and consider the polynomial
f = α1x
a1 + · · ·+ αlxal ∈ md
where α = (α1, . . . , αl) ∈ kl.
(1) If k = Fp(α1, . . . , αl), and α1, . . . , αl are algebraically independent over Fp,
then τ(f t) = (md)[t] for every 0 < t < 1.
(2) There exists a finite set of nonzero polynomials Σ ⊆ Fp[z1, . . . , zl], which
may depend on n and d, but is independent of the field k, with the following
property : If α is not in the closed set V(Σ) of kl, then every critical exponent
of md is an F -jumping exponent of f .
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Proof. In the first case, we have that τ(f t) = (nd)[t]R = (md)[t], where n =
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ⊆ Fp[x1, . . . , xn]. Indeed, the first equality follows from [HTW18,
Corollary 5.7], and the second from the fact that n is a monomial ideal and m = nR.
For the second statement, let λ be a critical exponent of md. By the versions of
Skoda’s Theorem for Frobenius powers and test ideals ([HTW18, Corollary 3.17],
[BMS08, Proposition 2.25]), we may assume that 0 < λ < 1. Propositions 3.2 and 3.3
tell us that λ = crit(md,u), where u ∈ Nn satisfies u > 0 and ‖u‖ < d. It follows
from [HTW18, Theorem 5.16] that for each u, there exists a set Σu ⊆ Fp[z1, . . . , zl]
of nonzero polynomials such that λ = crit(f,u) whenever α /∈ V(Σu). We can then
take Σ to be the union of all Σu, where u ∈ Nn varies through the finitely many
points satisfying the above conditions. 
We now turn our attention to arbitrary diagonal polynomials. Unlike Corollary 6.1,
the following result does not follow directly from ones in [HTW18], but instead from
a computation of test ideals. In its proof, we will need to refer to a well-known
result from [BMS09] describing test ideals of hypersurfaces at special parameters.
Proposition 6.2. Consider g = β1x
d1
1 + · · ·+ βnxdnn ∈ d = 〈xd11 , . . . , xdnn 〉, where
each βi ∈ k∗. If p does not divide any di, then τ(gt) = d[t] for every 0 < t < 1.
Proof. We can assume that t = m/q, for q a power of p, and m a positive integer less
than q. Then τ(gt) = 〈gm〉[1/q] by [BMS09, Lemma 2.1]. If D is the diagonal matrix
whose i-th diagonal entry is di, then g
m =
∑
u∈Ω
(
m
u
)
βuxDu, where Ω consists of all
points u ∈ Nn with (mu) 6≡ 0 mod p. We claim that if u,v ∈ Ω are distinct, then the
remainders when dividing Du and Dv by q are distinct. This is equivalent to the
assertion that the monomials xDu and xDv are Rq-multiples of distinct elements of
the monomial basis for R over Rq. Granting this, it then follows from the description
of Frobenius q-th roots provided in [BMS08, Proposition 2.5] that
τ(gt) = 〈gm〉[1/q] = 〈xDu : u ∈ Ω〉[1/q] = d[t],
as desired.
It remains to justify the claim. We verify the contrapositive: Du and Dv have
the same remainder when dividing by q if and only if diui ≡ divi mod q for every i.
As di is a unit modulo q, this is equivalent to ui ≡ vi mod q for all i. From this, and
the bounds 0 6 ui, vi 6 ‖u‖ = ‖v‖ = m < q, we finally conclude that u = v. 
Remark 6.3. The above proof is essentially the same as that of [Her15, Lemma 4.7],
where it is proven that τ(gt) is a monomial ideal for each 0 < t < 1. In fact, using
[BMS09, Lemma 2.1] and [BMS08, Proposition 2.5] one can see that, more generally,
whenever a test ideal τ(f t) of a polynomial f is a monomial ideal, it agrees with
the t-th Frobenius power of the term ideal of f .
6.1. Reduction to prime characteristic. Recall that if a is an ideal of a poly-
nomial ring over a field of characteristic zero, then its multiplier ideals J(at) are
ideals of the ambient polynomial ring of a that are indexed by a nonnegative real
parameter t, which can be defined in terms of resolutions of singularities, or through
more analytic means. For more on this topic, we refer the reader to the concrete
survey [BL04], but point out that the general theory of multiplier ideals will not be
called upon here.
At this point, it is well known that the multiplier ideals associated to an ideal a
as above may be regarded as the limiting values of the test ideals of the reductions
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of a to characteristic p > 0, as p tends to infinity (see, e.g., [Smi00, HY03]),
and it is conjectured that these ideals agree at all parameters for infinitely many
primes (see, e.g., [MS11, Conjecture 1.2]). In Theorem 6.4 below, we verify this
conjecture for diagonal hypersurfaces. To simplify the formalism of reduction to
prime characteristic, we restrict our attention to diagonal hypersurfaces with rational
coefficients; the interested reader should be able to adapt our proof to the case of a
diagonal hypersurface with coefficients in an arbitrary field of characteristic zero
without too much effort. In the statement of Theorem 6.4, we use the subscript “p”
to indicate reduction modulo p.
Theorem 6.4. If g is a diagonal polynomial over Q, then there exist infinitely
many primes p such that τ(gtp) = J(g
t)p for every t > 0.
Proof. The versions of Skoda’s Theorem for multiplier and test ideals allow us to
assume that t ∈ (0, 1), and it is well known that the multiplier ideals of g (when
computed over Q, or any field of characteristic zero, for that matter) are monomial
ideals for such parameters. In fact, J(gt) = J(dt) for every parameter t ∈ (0, 1),
where d is the term ideal of g [How03, Example 9, Corollary 13]. In particular, the
reductions J(gt)p = J(d
t)p are monomial ideals over Fp for every prime p.
On the other hand, the reductions gp for p 0 are obtained by regarding the
fractions appearing in g as elements of Fp. In particular, the reduction dp of the
term ideal d of g is the term ideal of gp when p  0, and it then follows from
Proposition 6.2 that τ(gtp) = d
[t]
p when p 0 and t ∈ (0, 1).
Given these observations, it suffices to show that
d[t]p = J(d
t)p
for every t ∈ (0, 1) whenever p 0 and p ≡ 1 mod d, where d is the least common
multiple of the exponents appearing in d. However, in this context, the ideals d
[t]
p
are completely described by Corollary 5.9, and it is straightforward to verify that
this agrees with the description of the monomial ideal J(dt) in terms of the Newton
polyhedron of d provided in [How01]. 
Remark 6.5. A key observation in the proof of Theorem 6.4 was that
τ(gtp) = d
[t]
p when p 0 and t ∈ (0, 1).
Given this, one may use Theorem 5.8 to explicitly compute τ(gtp) when p 0, as
in Section 5.4, which, in particular, shows that the family (τ(gtp))t depends on the
class of p modulo d in a uniform way. Though we will not pursue this further in
this article, we point out that this demonstrates that every diagonal hypersurface
satisfies the conditions appearing in [MTW05, Problems 3.7, 3.8, and 3.10].
Remark 6.6. Though, as noted above, the property of being a generic element of a
monomial ideal is preserved under reduction to characteristic p 0, the property
of being a very general generic element is not. Consequently, one cannot hope to
apply the first part of Corollary 6.1 to obtain a statement analogous to Theorem 6.4
for a generic homogeneous polynomial. In fact, the family (τ(htp))t when h is a
homogeneous polynomial of degree at least two over a field of characteristic zero
is known to be quite complicated; e.g., see [HT17, Pag17, Har06, MTW05]. The
behavior exhibited in these paper suggests that such polynomials are unlikely to
possess the uniform behavior described in Remark 6.5.
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